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The Who Disappeared Twice Forensic
Geoffrey Edelsten continued to live the high life up until his final breath despite losing much of the fortune he wielded like an emergency flare for decades.

Disgraced businessman Geoffrey Edelsten died living off the inheritance of his mother
Aberdeen forensic soil scientist Professor Lorna Dawson has used her expertise to play her part in snaring infamous murderers.

Snared by science: Five of the UK’s worst killers who were caught thanks to Aberdeen scientists
Unreliable mortality data from the pandemic is leaving families, vulnerable communities and epidemiologists in the dark. "Without testing, it's impossible to know what we don't know," said a ...

More than 100,000 U.S. COVID-19 Deaths May Be Uncounted, Many of Them of Blacks or Latinos
A double homicide of two teens in Montana has been solved after more than 60 years thanks to forensic genealogy ... Jr. 'Pushed to the side': Cases of missing or murdered Indigenous people ...

65-year-old cold case of two murdered teens solved using forensic genealogy
with a majority of the hands and feet missing, according to Zick. Coroner’s detectives and forensic technicians were called to the scene to assist deputies, and the remains were photographed ...

Human Remains Found in Montecito Determined to Be Native American
As he prepares to launch the controversial channel GB News, its chairman Andrew Neil talks Piers Morgan, cancel culture, BBC salaries and getting out of your comfort zone ...

Andrew Neil: GB News, my war on woke and the problem with Piers Morgan
A body that was found on a Norwegian shore several months ago has been identified as that of a 15-month-old child named Artin, who died alongside his relatives as they tried to cross the Channel to ...

Body found in Norway of 15-month-old boy who died crossing Channel
Stern also wants to hire another forensic pathologist to balance the ... In mid-April a Mexican national had filed a missing-person report for her brother-in-law, and said he was lost somewhere ...

What Webb County’s Medical Examiner Has Learned From the Dead
Partnership to Resolve Disappearances Cases in Mexico The United States and Mexico will work to expand forensic capacity and partnerships to help solve the more than 82,000 cases of missing ...

'Now Kamala, I want you to stand here and look at what you’ve done': GOP Rep. Lauren Boebert trolls 'cackling' Harris by taking a cutout of the VP to the border
In January 2018, the governor approved the separation of Whiting Forensic Division from Connecticut ... from CVH to DHMAS and back again at least twice, according to Flaherty.

Suit alleges state is violating Whiting Forensic Hospital patients' rights in Middletown
The body of a 15-month-old boy who drowned with his family as they tried to reach the UK last year washed up along the coast of Norway. Artin Iran-Nejad was found on New Year’s Day, but it wasn’t ...

Toddler who drowned with family travelling to UK washes up 600 miles away
Human remains that were found on Walpole Island have been identified as those of a Windsor man who went missing over the winter ... as well as the chief coroner and provincial forensic pathology ...

Police investigating homicide after missing Windsor man's remains found on Walpole Island
The APM was established in 1986 and is now announced twice a year, on Australia Day and the Queen ... In 2019, was appointed to lead and build the new Missing Persons Registry as a specialist unit ...

11 officers recognised in Queen's Birthday Honours list
to order a forensic audit from 2000 when the federal ... as he was reportedly told that the ex-militant leader neither spoke twice nor spoke with both sides of his mouth. Determined to douse ...

Unending squabbles: NDDC in the eyes of the storm again
"I do not think this was an accident," Dr. David Rydzewski, a forensic pathologist with the Alabama Department ... May 11 when the Alabama Law Enforcement Agency issued an Emergency Missing Child ...
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